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• Generalizing Reinforcement Learning
§ Single Agent Reinforcement Learning
§ Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL)

• Challenges in MARL
§ Nonstationary Environment
§ Model Free Learning
§ Increasing Agent Number even Millions

• Communication and Learning
• Implicit Communication
• Dynamic Interaction
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Reinforcement Learning
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Multi-Agent System
• Multiagent system is a collection of multiple 

autonomous (intelligent) agents, each acting towards 
its objectives while all interacting in a shared 
environment, being able to communicate and 
possibly coordinating their actions.
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Types of Agent Systems
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Single-Agent Multi-Agent

Cooperative Competitive

multiple 
different utilities

single 
shared utility



Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning
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Challenges in MARL
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1. Non-stationary Environment
• Needs for communication

2. Model Free - Agent Awareness
• Intent / Opponent Modelling

3. Increasing Number of Agents
• Approximation of other agents
• Dynamics of agents



Multi-Agent Perspective
1. Micro Perspective, The agent design problem:
• How should agents act to carry out their tasks?

Optimal Policy.

2. Macro Perspective, The society design problem:
• How should agents interact to carry out their 

tasks? Dynamic Interaction.
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MARL with Communication
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MARL with Communication - Example
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Action !" Action !"
Agent 1 Football Game Agent 2

Pass me! Yes

Message
(Communication)

How to cooperate? -> with Communication
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Bi-directionally Coordinated Network
• Bi-directional recurrent 

networks
o Means of communication
o Connect each individual 

agent’s policy and and Q 
networks

• Multi-agent deterministic 
actor-critic
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How It Works
• High Q-value steps are 

aggregated in the same 
area.
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Emerged Human-level Coordination
• Hit and Run tactics

• Focus fire without 
overkill

• ……
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Figure 7: Hit and Run tactics in combat 3 Marines (ours) vs.
1 Zealot (enemy).
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Figure 8: Coordinated cover attacks in combat 4 Dragoons
(ours) vs. 1 Ultralisks (enemy)

Marines vs. 1 Super Zergling” combat setting), the number of
collisions reduces dramatically. Finally, when the training be-
comes stable, the coordinated moves emerge, as illustrated in
Fig. 6 (c) and (d). Such coordinated moves become important
in large-scale combats as shown in Fig. 9 (a) and (b).

Hit and Run tactics. For human players, a common tactic
of controlling agents in StarCraft combat is Hit and Run, i.e.,
moving the agents away if they are under attack, and fighting
back again when agents stay safe. We find that BiCNet can
rapidly grasp the tactic of Hit and Run, either in the case of
single agent or multiple agents settings. We illustrate four
consecutive movements of Hit and Run in Fig. 7. Despite the
simplicity, Hit and Run serves as the basis for more advanced
and sophisticated collaboration tactics.

Coordinated cover attack. Cover attack is a high-level
collaborative strategy that is often used on the real battlefield.
The essence of cover attack is to let one agent draw fire or
attentions from the enemies, meanwhile, other agents take
advantage of this time period or distance gap to output more
harms. The difficulty of conducting cover attack lies in how
to arrange the sequential moves of multiple agents in a coor-
dinated hit and run way. As shown in Figs. 8, BiCNet can
master it well. Starting from Fig. 8(a), BiCNet controls the
bottom two Dragoons to run away from the enemy Ultralisk,
while the one in the upper-right corner immediately starts to
attack the enemy Ultralisk to cover them up. As a response,
the enemy starts to attack the top one in time step 2. The
bottom two Dragoons fight back and form another cover-up.
By continuously looping this strategy over, the team of Dra-
goons guarantees consecutive attack outputs to the enemy
while minimising the team-level damages (because the en-
emy wastes time in targeting different Dragoons) until the
enemy is killed.

Focus fire without overkill. As the number of agents in-
creases, how to efficiently allocate the attacking resources
becomes important. Neither scattering over all enemies nor
focusing on one enemy (wasting attacking fires is also called
overkill) are desired. We observe that BiCNet learns to con-
trol each agent to focus their fires on particular enemies, and
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Figure 9: ”focus fire” in combat 15 Marines (ours) vs. 16
Marines (enemy).
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Figure 10: Coordinated heterogeneous agents in combat 2
Dropships and 2 tanks vs. 1 Ultralisk.

different agents tend to move to the sides to spread the fire
and avoid overkill. An example could be found in Fig.(9)

Collaborations between heterogeneous agents. In Star-
Craft, there are tens of types of agent units, each with unique
functionalities, action space, strength, and weakness. For
combats with different types of units involved, we expect the
agents to reach win-win situations through the collaborations.
In fact, heterogeneous collaborations can be easily imple-
mented in our framework by limiting the parameter sharing
only to the same types of the units. In this paper, we study a
simple case where two Dropships and two tanks collaborate
to fight against an Ultralisk. A Dropship does not have the
function to attack, but it can carry maximally two ground
units in the air. As shown in Fig. 10, when the Ultralisk is
attacking one of the tanks, the Dropship escorts the tank to
escape from the attack. At the same time, the other Dropship
unloads his tank to the ground so as to attack the Ultralisk.
At each side, the collaboration between the Dropship and the
tank keeps iterating until the Ultralisk is destroyed.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a new deep multiagent re-
inforcement learning. The action is learned by constructing
a vectorised actor-critic framework, where each dimension
corresponds to an agent. The coordination is done by bi-
directional recurrent communications in the internal layers.
Through end-to-end learning, our BiCNet would be able to
successfully learn several effective coordination strategies.
Our experiments have demonstrated its ability to collaborate
and master diverse combats in StarCraft combat games. We
have also shown five human-level coordination strategies
BiCNet could grasp from playing StarCraft combat games.
Admittedly, quantifying the sophistication of the collabora-
tions in games is challenging in general, and our analysis
here is qualitative in nature.

In the next step, we plan to carry on experiments of letting
the machine compete with human players at different lev-
els. We also plan to further investigate how the policies are
communicated over the networks among agents in more com-
plicated settings, and whether there is a specific language that
may have emerged in StartCraft (Lazaridou, Peysakhovich,
and Baroni 2016; Mordatch and Abbeel 2017).
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Marines vs. 1 Super Zergling” combat setting), the number of
collisions reduces dramatically. Finally, when the training be-
comes stable, the coordinated moves emerge, as illustrated in
Fig. 6 (c) and (d). Such coordinated moves become important
in large-scale combats as shown in Fig. 9 (a) and (b).

Hit and Run tactics. For human players, a common tactic
of controlling agents in StarCraft combat is Hit and Run, i.e.,
moving the agents away if they are under attack, and fighting
back again when agents stay safe. We find that BiCNet can
rapidly grasp the tactic of Hit and Run, either in the case of
single agent or multiple agents settings. We illustrate four
consecutive movements of Hit and Run in Fig. 7. Despite the
simplicity, Hit and Run serves as the basis for more advanced
and sophisticated collaboration tactics.

Coordinated cover attack. Cover attack is a high-level
collaborative strategy that is often used on the real battlefield.
The essence of cover attack is to let one agent draw fire or
attentions from the enemies, meanwhile, other agents take
advantage of this time period or distance gap to output more
harms. The difficulty of conducting cover attack lies in how
to arrange the sequential moves of multiple agents in a coor-
dinated hit and run way. As shown in Figs. 8, BiCNet can
master it well. Starting from Fig. 8(a), BiCNet controls the
bottom two Dragoons to run away from the enemy Ultralisk,
while the one in the upper-right corner immediately starts to
attack the enemy Ultralisk to cover them up. As a response,
the enemy starts to attack the top one in time step 2. The
bottom two Dragoons fight back and form another cover-up.
By continuously looping this strategy over, the team of Dra-
goons guarantees consecutive attack outputs to the enemy
while minimising the team-level damages (because the en-
emy wastes time in targeting different Dragoons) until the
enemy is killed.

Focus fire without overkill. As the number of agents in-
creases, how to efficiently allocate the attacking resources
becomes important. Neither scattering over all enemies nor
focusing on one enemy (wasting attacking fires is also called
overkill) are desired. We observe that BiCNet learns to con-
trol each agent to focus their fires on particular enemies, and
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different agents tend to move to the sides to spread the fire
and avoid overkill. An example could be found in Fig.(9)

Collaborations between heterogeneous agents. In Star-
Craft, there are tens of types of agent units, each with unique
functionalities, action space, strength, and weakness. For
combats with different types of units involved, we expect the
agents to reach win-win situations through the collaborations.
In fact, heterogeneous collaborations can be easily imple-
mented in our framework by limiting the parameter sharing
only to the same types of the units. In this paper, we study a
simple case where two Dropships and two tanks collaborate
to fight against an Ultralisk. A Dropship does not have the
function to attack, but it can carry maximally two ground
units in the air. As shown in Fig. 10, when the Ultralisk is
attacking one of the tanks, the Dropship escorts the tank to
escape from the attack. At the same time, the other Dropship
unloads his tank to the ground so as to attack the Ultralisk.
At each side, the collaboration between the Dropship and the
tank keeps iterating until the Ultralisk is destroyed.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a new deep multiagent re-
inforcement learning. The action is learned by constructing
a vectorised actor-critic framework, where each dimension
corresponds to an agent. The coordination is done by bi-
directional recurrent communications in the internal layers.
Through end-to-end learning, our BiCNet would be able to
successfully learn several effective coordination strategies.
Our experiments have demonstrated its ability to collaborate
and master diverse combats in StarCraft combat games. We
have also shown five human-level coordination strategies
BiCNet could grasp from playing StarCraft combat games.
Admittedly, quantifying the sophistication of the collabora-
tions in games is challenging in general, and our analysis
here is qualitative in nature.

In the next step, we plan to carry on experiments of letting
the machine compete with human players at different lev-
els. We also plan to further investigate how the policies are
communicated over the networks among agents in more com-
plicated settings, and whether there is a specific language that
may have emerged in StartCraft (Lazaridou, Peysakhovich,
and Baroni 2016; Mordatch and Abbeel 2017).
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Emerged Human-level Coordination - Video
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MARL with Implicit Communication
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Intent Inference
(Implicit Communication)

How to know learn with unknown agents? -> Agent Awareness



Implicit Intent Inference in MARL
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Implicit Intent Inference in MARL
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Mean Field MARL
• When the number of agents
becomes thousands even
millions

• Mean action approximation
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Agent 1

Agent 2

……

Agent N



Mean Field MARL – Real-time Bidding
• Mean Field Equilibrium
learning in real-time bidding

• High Volume and High Liquid

• Second Price Auction only
pay the second highest price
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Multi-Agent Perspective
1. Micro Perspective, The agent design problem:
• How should agents act to carry out their tasks?

Optimal Policy.

2. Macro Perspective, The society design problem:
• How should agents interact to carry out their 

tasks? Dynamic Interaction.
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Population Dynamics in Million-agent RL
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• A major topic of population 
dynamics is the cycling of 
predator and prey 
populations

• The Lotka-Volterra model is 
used to model this.



Population Dynamics in Million-agent RL
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Predator       Prey       Obstacle        Health       ID       Group1       Group2 
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1
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3

Timestep t Timestep t+1
5

5

• Predators hunt the prey so 
as to survive from starvation

• Each predator has its own 
health bar and eyesight view

• Predators can form a group
to hunt, and are scaled to 1
million



Population Dynamics in Million-agent RL
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• The action space: 
{move forward, 
backward, left, right, 
rotate left, rotate right, 
stand still, join a group, 
and leave a group}.
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Population Dynamics in Million-agent RL

Tiger-sheep-rabbit: Grouping The Dynamics of the Artificial Population 
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